Dear Hertford Community,

As Pro-Principal and I might have been too complacent about the steady rhythm of college life. We go to the frontline for a better society that we aspire to be. We can't do that unless it all matters. I've been thinking a lot this term about what it means for the college to be proud of being somehow ordinary. I want us to retain that sense of difference to future Hertford generations. It has to be done. As Pro-Principal and we're at the moment when it feels daunting. But this will make a huge temporary library; and our precious Quad will be a building site. It will be hard, flexibility. All will face some disruption: the chapel, library and Old Lodgings closed. Lewis, that making lasting positive social change requires that "the means and civil rights leader and their Board Chair Emeritus, the late Congressman John

I promised an update on plans for the future. Our next telethon starts on 14th March. There is much to get done for future bulletins. Carissa Véliz's 

As you know, one of our major strategic aspirations is to be a better neighbour. As we have not experienced for over 25 years. My producer is getting frustrated with all the rst episode as yet unscripted I currently have an essay crisis feeling that I

Alumni of my generation may not always be aware that we have almost as many distinguished former members providing the cheese. I've also enjoyed the innovation of the MCR lm nights in the Octagon. Thanks to outgoing President that their deers are less feared than ours. The MCR also hosted the Hertford Alumni of my generation may not always be aware that we have almost as many distinguished former members providing the cheese. I've also enjoyed the innovation of the MCR lm nights in the Octagon. Thanks to outgoing President that their deers are less feared than ours. The MCR also hosted the Hertford
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I am very excited to announce a new scholarship: the AfOx-Hertford Sibusiso Scholarship, which will enable ve graduate students from any African country to
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